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1946

l]edrbook dnd Directorg
Subiaco Academq ,. Subiaco, Arkansas

1,Jearbook and DirectorlJ
of

Subiaco College
and v1lcadem-y
Subiaco, Arkansas
Beautifully situated in the Ouachita Mountain ranges. Very healthful location within
view of and easy access to the famed "Ozarks"
(,iust across the Arkansas River from Subiaco
and about fifteen miles to the north) . Within
hiki.ng distance of Cove Lake ( splendid fishing
and boating grounds), close to Mt. Magazine
(hidhest point between the Rockies and the Alleghanies) and other places of interest in the
Government Reservation of the Ouachitas.
Forty-eight miles east of Fort Smith, Arkansas, ("Gateway to the Ozarks"), 112 miles
northwest of Little Rock, the State Capital.
CATALOGUE MATTER OF 1944-1945
Boarding School for Boys and Young Men
Grades Seven and Upward
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Subiaco

Order of the D a-y

D irector-y
Mail should be addressed: Subiaco College, Subiaco, Arkansas;
or, Subiaco Academy, Subiaco, Arkansas, as the case may require.
Correspondence on financial matters should be invariably addressed to: The Reverend Treasurer.
Official (except financial) matters should be addressed to: The
Reverend Rector.
Matters pertaining to leave of absence and other disciplin e should
be addressed to: The Prefect of Discipline.
TELEGRAMS:
Nearest Western Union office is al Paris, Arkansas, five miles
William Gregory, Subiaco
west. Example of telegram address:
College, Paris, Arkansas.
REMITTANCES:
Remittances are uniformly paid in advance. Th ey should be addressed to: The Rever end Treasurer, Subiaco College, Subiaco, Ark.
TELEPHONE CALLS:
Calls to students or faculty members by telephone should, except in serious emergenci es, be made before 9:_0~ p. m. if they _ar e
night calls. Calls mad e later arc a burden on r ec1p1 enl and staff alike.

5:45
6:30
7:00
8:00
11: 15
11:25
12:15
1:00
1: 15
2:45
4: 15
5:30
7:15
8:30

Cdlendar 1945,...46

---------------------------------------- Rising, Study
a.m.
a.m., for Catholic Students --------------------------------- Chapel
a.m. -----------------------------------------··----------------- Breakfast
a.m. ------------------------------------------------------- Study or Class
a.m. ------------------------------------------------------------------ Recreation
a.m. ------------------------------------------- Military Drill or Gym
p.m. ---------------------------------------------------- Dinner, Recreation
p.m. ---------------------------------------------- _ _ _ _ Assembly
p.m. -------------------------------------------------------------- Classes
p.m. ----------------------------------------------- Recreation
p.m. ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Study
p.m. -------------------------------------- Evening meal, Recreation
p.m. --------------------------------------------------- -------------- Study
p.m. --------------------------------- Night Prayer, Retiring

Sunda-y Order

1945
Septemb er
September
September
November
December

Students Arrive
Registration
Classes Begin
Thanksgiving Day
.
Christmas Recess Begins

3
4
5
22

1946
Janua ry 6 .
. .
. .
.
F ebru ary 22
Wednesday at 11:00 a. m. of H oly Week.
Tuesday at 8:00 a. m. after Easter
To Be Selec ted
.
. . . .
To Be Selected
To B e Set By Faculty Action .

Christmas Recess Ends
Washington's Birthday
Easter Recess B egins
Easler Recess Ends
Prefec t's Day
Bishop's Day
Commencement

N . B.-State a nd Nation al Holidays a r e fittingly observed with
Class Programs, special study schedules, etc., by th e various classes.
Church Festivals are observed as days of light s tudy and recreation,
students bemg expected to use such days for theme writing memo'
rizing, and other light exercises.
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6:00
6:30
7 :15
9:00
12:15
4:30
5:30
7:00
7 :30
8:30

a.m. ---------------------------------------··--------------- Rising
a.m. -------------------------------------------- Chapel
a.m. ------------------------------------------------------------------ Breakfast
to 10:00 a.m. ------------------------------ Letter Writing, Study
p.m. ________________ --------------------------- _____ Dinner, Recreation
p.m. ---------------------------------------------------- Assembly
p.m. ----------------------------------- Evening meal, Recreation
p.m. ------------------------------------ Meeting of Religious Clubs
p.m . ---------------------------------------------------------------- Benediction
p.m. ------------------------------------------- Night Prayer, Retiring

N.B.-The Evening Order is wholesomely interrupted a night or
two per week on the average for games, auditorium programs, trips
to the city, and the like. Healthful changes of the class order are
found in occasional days of recreation, as indicated elsewhere.
-5-

The Subiaco Student
Subiaco stl'ives unremittingly to elevate every student enrolled
in the instit1 cion by holding up to his serio us daily consideration
;deals of bosh gentlemanly conduct and of scholarship. Foremost
among these are the following:
1. A tr• ,e devotion to his God, to his country, to his home.
2. A reasonable amount of devotion to the school of his choice.
A students in whom no school spirit can be implanted in unlikely to
prove a desirable member, as an adult, of any civilized community.
3. Ingrained habits of a gentleman . Foremost among these are an
·ntelligent consideration for the feelings and convictions of others.
.::ardinal Newman's great dictum is the ideal in this regard : "It is
almost a definition of a gentleman to say that he is one who never
inflicts pain .... He is never ·, nean or little in his disputes, never takes
unfair advantage, never mistakes personalities or sharp sayings for
arguments, or insinuates evil which he dare not say out."
4. Faithful and constant labor towards improvement of study
habits and towards formation of good character. 8hi s, regardless of
whether the student has little, much, or abundant. Subiaco, though
a lover of good talent and a fait hful developer of every student's
native abilities, yet correctly and consistently stresses character
above talent. Thorough-going "godless" education has developed
quite a few brilliant criminals. But only good-never the slightest
harm-has been done for society a t large by the development of
fine character in young people. Morever, everybody is capable of
character development, regardless of what other abilities he may or
may not have. Subiaco finds that a student of very ordinary talent
can become a very creditable member of the student body provided
he has the background of good character formation. Academy students are regularly dismissed for flagrant lack of a pplication, when
this cannot be corrected, and for bad character traits which are obviously detrimental to the student body at large.
5. The eeking on the part of the stud ent of a reasonable harmony with his school environment as a preparation for good citizenship amid the larger group in which he will move as an adult. Subiaco is not interested in any student who habitually scoffs at the idea
of true patriotism, neers at the ideals of teamwork and cooperation,
and selfishly refuses to take an interest in the affirs of his fellow
students. Unusual or h eroic good will is not required, since this is the
gift of the few. But ordinary good will and cooperation are distinctly
expected of every student.
This frank statement of aims is sufficient, it is hoped, to enable
any student to know whether or not Subiaco is the school of his ideals.
If so, h e will soon find himself at home among kindred spirits at this
institution. Subiaco offers to a very high degree participation in those
"imponderables" having to do with manly aspirations for selfbetterment, whereby school differs from school in ascending degrees.
• 6-

Requirements for yraduation
1. The settlement of all indebtedness to th e school. May 15 is the
final date for settlement if the candidate is to be list d among the
graduates on Commencemen t Day.
2. Four credits in English. Sixteen credits in all.
3. A credit in American History.
4. When Bookkeeping is taken with a view to gradu'l.tion from
the Commercial Course, it must be pursued for two yea.s. But a
student may take one year of a commercial subject that comes under
the general heading of math ematics or the social group as commonly
classified, and may r eceive credit for uch work towards graduation
from th e General Course.
5. For the usual two-year language req uirement, science or other
subjects fitting the course may be substituted. However , any language
once begun must be pursued during two terms if any credit whatsoever is to be received for it towards graduation.
6. Other requirem ents as may be listed elsewhere, with ample and
fair notice.

EXAMINATION AND PUBLICATION OF GRADES OR MARKS
Examinations are held every six weeks and publication of grades
or marks is made following the examin ations. Results of the six
weeks of work are mailed to parents or guardians on printed forms.
T eachers hold the examinations during a class period or periods. The
dates for turning in result5 of six-weeks daily recitation and tests
are announced by bulletins posted in the cust?mary places_ by the
Director of Studies. F aculty conferences following exammal!ons are
s imilarly announced.

STUDE T OBLATES OF
• 7.

T. BENEDICT

Program of Studies

PRESIDENT

Subiaco Academy recognizes the principle that an institution of
learning is justly expected to produce results among the students
entrusted to its charge. The academy does not have the pick of student material, but receives a large proportion of students from many
states who are enrolled in this boarding school precisely because
they have not been succeeding well in local surroundings. This fact
is a compliment to a good boarding school and a tacit recognition
of its power to train thoroughly. A student possessing genuine talent
thus sent to us will within a few months improve wonderfully, sometimes even unbelievably Only in case of a student who deliberat~ly
sets his mind against studying will failure to improve be recorded.
A student of smali talent will naturally improve more slowly than
one of good talent; but in his case also there will be unmistakable
evidence of gain if he does not deliberately refuse to place himself
under the influences of his teachers and faculty guides.
Subiaco Academy does everything within its power to promote
good scholarship among its students, and particularly among its more
able students. Some of the means to that end are frequent lectures
of a formal nature on the advantages of using opportunities available
here; informal reminders each day; the inspiration and example of
teachers who for the most part are mature students with a record
of from a dozen to any number of years devoted to their specialties;
small prizes given to winners in contests in various classes; formal
presentation of gold medals each year at commencement to winners
in the various departments and in the more important branches
taught; the sending of Subiaco students each year to the state university meet, where they contend with thousands of other students
from all over Arkansas; and numbPrless other devices having to do
with good teaching as based on the psychology of the modern
American Boy.
It can. in a word. bP most trnthfllllv s:,in that Subiaco Academy
is earnestly striving to do its part in the ever-changing work of training both the average and the exceptioPal "n"n" American to good
citizenship. This training, of course. contemplates not merely the
mind, but the soul and body as w ell.
The training is successful, according to actual records. in more
than ninety per cent of all cases.

~,... .,.

....-

,••·

- - - - -..- - - - -

!' :..•'-' •••

COLLEGE WORK
While the colle)!e department offers majors and minors toward
degrees in theology and philosophy, the classics, history, sociology,
pedagogy, and also offers two-year commerce and science courses
in college (but without standardized credit), yet the institution does
not at present solicit students for college work. The roster in college
enrollment is each year filled in advance of the opening of the term.
Awa_it!n_g rebuilding of space lost by fire in 1927, the officers are
confmmg work offered m college to candidates for the Priesthood.
Exceptions are made by special arrangement with the Director of
Studi~s. f: very fine two rear course can be arranged for, if students
entering 1t ~re satisfactorily prepared. College students are ineligible
for the varsity athletic teams, as the school sponsors interschool contests only in the academy department.
- 8-

The Rt. Rev. P aul M. Nahlen
To the meticulous care with which he has planned, tnade appointments, ancl.
arranged school matters is attributable in large part the rapid growth of. Subiaco
over the past few years.
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The Facult1=1
RT. REV. PAUL M. NAHLEN .
.
O.S.B., M.A.
President
VERY REV. IGNATIUS BODMAYR.
.
.
O.S.B. ,A.M.
Liturgy; Pastoral; Latin
REV. JUSTIN WEWER
.
.
.
.
. O.S.B., A.M.
Architecture; Church History ; Canon Law
REV. CHARLES POGGEMAN .
O.S.B., A .M.
Librarian
REV. BONAVENTURE MAECHLER
.
.
O.S.B., A.M.
Theology; Exegesis; Greek
REV. LOUIS DEUSTER
.
.
.
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.M.
Latin; English ; Journalism; Religion
REV. BEDE MITCHEL
.
.
.
.
.
O.S.B., A .M.
Theology ; Philosophy; Religion
REV. RAYMOND WEWERS
.
.
.
.
. O.S.B .. A.M.
German; History ; Typewriting; College Treasurer
REV. AMBROSE BRANZ .
.
.
.
O.S .B. , A.M.
English; Latin; Religion
REV. CYRIL LANGE .
.
.
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.M.
English; History ; Arithmetic
REV. CLEMENT SCHMIDT
.
.
._
.
O.S.B., A.M., B.Sc.
Chemistry ; Physics ; Gen eral Science; Mathematics
REV. NORBERT GRUMMER
.
.
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.M.
Mathematics; Geography; English
REV. CHRISTOPHER PALADINO .
.
O.S.B., A.B.
Mathematics
REV. CLETUS POST .
.
.
.
.
.
O.S.B. , A.B.
English; Latin; Shorthand
REV. MICHAEL LENSING
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.B.
Commercial Law
REV. FINTAN OLDHAM .
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.B.
Biography; Geography
REV. LAMBERT ECKELHOFF .
.
.
.
.
O.S.B. A.B.
German; Religion ; Mechanics; Band
REV. PAUL HOEDEBECK .
.
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.B.
English; History; Religion
REV. ANDREW WEWER .
.
.
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.B.
Mechanics; Aeronautics: Printing
REV. VICTOR BEUCKMAN
.
.
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.B.
English; History; Social Science; R eligion
REV. ANSELM MENDEZ .
.
.
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.B.
English; History; Religion; Latin
FRATER GERALD SACRA
.
.
.
.
O.S.B., A.B.
Instrumental Music ; Piano
DR. STANISLAUS H. SAUVE .
.
.
Philosophy Department
Education; Spanish ; French ; Telegraphy
MR. R. P. MAUS .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.A.B.
Mathematics; Commercial Subj ects; Physical Education
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Schedules of Stud1J
The following chief subjects are offered fo r standard credit. A
general co urse. with a ~ide choice of studies may be arranged by
consultat10n with the Director of Studies. New subjects are introduced whenever a sufficient number of students apply for them. The
schedules are subject to change within the term if circumstances
wa'rrant.

CLASSICAL COURSE
SECOND YEAR
Credit
Latin I
1 Latin II
English I
1 English II ____ _
History I
1 History II
Algebra I
1 Plane Geometry
1
Religion I (addit.)
_
2
Religion II (addit.)
THIRD YEAR
FOURTH YEAR
Latin III
1 Latin IV
English III __ _ _ _
1 English IV .. _
Algebra II
1 Biology I __ ..
Greek I
1 Greek II
Modern Language I
1 Modern L anguage II
1
Religion III (addit.)
2 Religion IV (addit.)
FIRST YEAR

Credit
1
1
1
1

½
1
1
1
1
1

l,'2

SCIENCE COURSE
FIRST YEAR

Credit
G eneral Science (or Sub't)
1
Algebra I
1
History I .
1
English I
1
Religion I (addit.)
THIRD YEAR
Chemistry or Physics
1
English III
1
Algebra II
1
History, American
1
Modern Language (Opt.)
1
):!
Religion III (addit.)

SECOND YEAR
Biology (or Sub't)
English II
History II
Plane Geometry
Religion II (addit.)
FOURTH YEAR
Physics or Chemistry
English IV
Modern Language (Opt.)
Sol. Geo. and Trig.
Religion IV (addit.)

COMMERCIAL COURSE
FIRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
Credit
1 Science or Language
Science or Language
1 English II
English I
1 History II
Algebra I
History I
1 Plane Geometry
12
Religion I (addit.)
Religion II (addit.)
THIRD YEAR
FOURTH YEAR
Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping
English III
English IV
Commercial Arithm etic
Commercial Arithmetic
History, American
1 CommerC'ial Law
Typewriting
Typewriting
Shorthand (Opt.)
Shorthand (Opt.)
Civics or Governm ent
Penmanship
P enmanship
Sociology
Religion III (addit.)
Religion IV (atldit.)
• 11 -

Credit
1
1
1
1
'2

Creiit
1
1
1
1

'i

NOTE I-Penmanship is required of commercial students, but
carries no credit.
NOTE II-Religion is required, but of Catholic students only.
NOTE III-Commercial subjects proper are placed in the third
year high school at Subiaco. Students ·o f advanced age may be admitted to the study of these subjects without having had two years
of previous high school training, but they may not be graduated from
this academy until they have earned sixteen (16) credits.
NOTE IV-Students intending to enter college upon graduation
are not advised to take the commercial course. They may take a
maximum of three units of commercial (vocational) subjects if they
choose a general course of studies.
NOTE V-All students are required to take four units per school
term or the equivalent in their course, no matter how many credits
they require for graduation. Thus, though a student should require
but two credits in his senior year to complete his course, he is nevertheless to carry a schedule of four standard units. Religion is an additional half-unit per year required of Catholic students.
NOTE VI-Mechanics, Agriculture. Mechanical Drawing, Telegraphy, and Aeronautics are purely elective subjects and may be
taken in connection with any schedule. A student electing a general
course must map his own courses from year to year and have th em
approved by the Director of Studies. Failure to get approval may
complicate graduation.
NOTE VII-Physical Education is required of all students. Sickness or other disabilities are. of course, reasons for exemption.

THE RECTOR

Courses in the Academl]
RELIGION
Course I. Two hours, two semesters. Chief Truths of Faith. Text~
Laux, A Course in Religion for Catholic High Schools and Academies~
Part I. Credit 1 2.
Course II. Two hours, two semesters. Means of Grace: The Sacra-•
ments, The Sacrifice of the Mass, The Sacramentals, Indulgences.
Text: Laux. Credit ½.
Course III. Two hours, two semesters. Christian Morals. Text:
Laux. Credit ½.
Course IV. Two hours, two semesters. God, Christianity and the·
Church . Apologetics for High Schools. Text: Laux. Credit ½.
ENGLISH
Course I. Five hours, two semesters. Text: Ward. Sentence and
Theme. Theme writing. Literature. Text: Greenlaw, Literature and'
Life, Book I. Book reports; memorizing of selected passages. Credit I.
Course II. Five hours, two semesters. Text: Senior English Activities, Book II. Hatfield, etc. Credit 1.
Course III. Five hours, two semesters. Text: Tanner, Composition
and Rhetoric. Pace, American Literature. Selections from Literature
and Life Series. Credit 1.
Course IV. Five hours, two semesters. Tanner. ibid. Pace, English
Literature. Readings in Literature and Life Series. Credit 1.
LATIN
Course I. First Year. Five hours, two semesters. Text: Schultz,
Grammar and Exercises (two volumes). Daily drill in forms and
vocabulary. Credit 1.
- 12 -

The Rev. Clement Schmidt, 0. S. B.
Father Clement's big job in the past few years has been to keep the academy
abreast of changing conditions and 1neet the day-to-day war needs. His success
is attested by the overflowing enrolments each September has brought.
- 13 -

~econd Year. Five hours, two semesters. Text: Schultz,
Bennett's Caesar. Review of the first year work, plus
'"1Sivt. .... rill on irregular verbs. Syntax drills through written com-,
1tion. Credit 1.
I
--:ourse III. Third Yeai·. Six hours, two semesters. Shultz, ibid.
,e~dings: Selection from Ovid and from Cicero. Other readings at
o~ion of the i·nstructor. Formal teaching of Latin syntax. Credit 1.
Course I. Fourth Year. Six hours, two semesters. Schultz, ibid.
Readings: Selections form Virgil and from Cicero. Other readings at
option of the irn;tructor. Formal teaching of Latin syntax. Credit 1.
GERMAN
Course I. Five hours. two semesters. Text: Alexis-Schrag, First
Course in German (revised). Simple reading lessons in connection
with drill on forms. Credit 1.
Course II. ·Five hours, two semesters. Text: Alexis-Schrag, ibid.
Readings: Alexis-Pfeiler, In Deutschland, etc. Credit 1.
FRENCH
Two-Year Course, Grades 11 and 12. Five hours, two semesters.
Text: Grosjean's Complete French Course. Readings in second year
at option of instructor. Credits 2.
SPANTSH
Two-Year Course. Grades 9 and 10, or 11 and 12. Five hours, two
semesters. Text: Espinosa and Allen, Spanish Grammar. Readings in
second year at option of instructor. Credits 2.
Greek
Two-Year Course, Grades 11 and 12. Open to students in the Class-ical curriculum only. Five hours two semesters, two yeai·s. Text:
Kaegi, Greek Grammar and Exercises (two volumes). Readings,
second year, Bible: New Testament selections. Other readings at option of instructor. Credits 2.
HISTORY
Course I , Grade 9.Five hours, two semester . Ancient History,
with two periods per week in comparative American History . Texts:
Morey, Ancient Peoples; Celeste, American History. Copious references prescribed. Credit 1.
Course II, Grade 10. Five hours, two semesters. Medieval and
Modern History, with readings in comparative American History.
Texts: Webster-Wesley, World Civilization; Celeste, American History. Copious references prescribed. Credit 1.
Course III, Grades 9 and 10. Two hours, two semesters for two
years. Study of World History of Religion. Text: Laux, Church History, with copious readings prescribed. Credit 1.
Course IV, Grade 11 or 12. Advanced American History. Not open
to students who rave taken Courses I and II above. Five hours, two
semesters. Text: Wirth, The Development of America, with copious
readings prescribed. Credit 1.
MATHEMATICS
Course I, Grade 9. Algebra. Five hours, two semesters. Text:
Schorling-Clark-Smith, Moder;1 School Geometry. Credit 1.
Course III. Grade 11 or 12. Second Algebra. From Quadratics.
Five hours, two semesters. Texts: Hawkes-Luby-Touton, Second
Course in Algebra (revised). Credit 1.
Course IV, Grade 11 or 12. First semester: Solid Geometry, five
hours per week. Text: Smith, Essentials of Solid Geometry. Credit ½.
Second semester: Trigonometry, five hours per week. Text: Wentworth, Plane Trigonometry with Tables. Credit ½.
'l

~V•
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NATURAL SCIENCES
_Course I, Grade 9. General Science. Five hours per
eek
tat10n, with two-hour laboratory period. Text: Hunter and Whit,
Problems in General Science. Credit 1.
Course II, Grade 10 or over. Biology. Seven hours per week. w1
laboratory work. Text: Baker-Mills, Dynamic Biology Today. Credit
Course III, Grade 11 or 12. Chemistry. Seven hours per week,
laboratory work. Text: Brownlee, etc., First Principles of Chemistry.
Credit 1.
Course IV, Grade 11 or 12. Physics. Seven hours per week, with
laboratory work. Text: Millikan and Gale, Elements of Physics.
Credit 1.
COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS
. Book_k eeping. Five hol;lrs per week, two years, plus a daily practice penod. Text: Twentieth Century Bookkeeping, Complete. Bu iness papers_, sets, and. workbooks must be satisfactorily worked out
before passing grade 1s given. Credits 2.
Business Arithmetic. Three times per week, two terms. Text:
Curry, Business Arithmetic. Rapid calculation stres ed. Credit 1.
Typing: . Five times per week, two terms, plus daily practice
penod. M1mmum speed and accuracy requirements must ge passed
before credit is given. Credit 1.
Shorthand. Five hours per week, two terms. Text: Gregg. Speed
studies in second year. Credits 2.
Commercial Law. Two times per week, two years. Text: PetersPomeroy, Commercial Law. Credit 1.
Penmanship. Four times per week. Required of commercial students and "prep" students until sati factory hand-writing is developed. Does not carry credit.
MECHANICS
Five hour per week, plus shop work. Text: L. Raymond Smith
Mechanics, R vised (basic text for first semester) and Audel's NeV.:
Automobile Guid e (basic text for econd semester). Credit 1.
AERONAUTICS
Five times per week. Text: Pope-Otis, Elements of Aeronautics.
MUSIC
Band. Four times per week, four years. Includes instruction on
instrument, ensemble, public appearance, marching, etc. Credits 2.
Piano. Five times per week, two years, plus daily practice period.
Public appearances at stated recitals required as soon as pupil has
mastered a selection sufficiently. Credits 2.
Other music not at present offered for credit.

PRE-HIGH-SCHOOL STUDENTS
The academy annually takes a small, select number of students
not yet ready for high school studies but advanced within the sixth
grade. The number that can be accommodated is limited and application should be made early in the summer so that courses can be
arranged to fit individual needs. Pupils in this division are found to
develop rapidly ~ they have the requisite talent. They are promoted
to academy studies proper as soon as their advancement warrants. ·
• 15 •

PRE-HIGH-SCHOOL STUDIES
A typical pre-high school course of studies for one year is illustrated in the following schedule:
Subject
Times per week
English and Spelling __ ___ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ __ ______
5
Arithmetic (Remedial and advanced) _________________ 5
Penmanship ___
____
4
American History
____
4
Geography ___ _
4
Physiology _________ _
2
Bible _ ________ _
3
Civics __________ __
_
2
It should be r ecalled that the student attends the boarding school
twenty-four hours of each day, and this fact permits the carrying of
such schedules with ease, while allowing for music, sports. plenty of
supervised study, and other healthful and profitable routine. Young
students particularly thrive on such arrangements of their day, and
there are many examples in history of famous scholars, such as St.
Thomas Aquinas, entering boarding school at a tender age with excellent i·esults as to physical and mental development.

All but wo of this list have been available in the past and will be
available next term to the student. The two exceptions are tumbling
and skiing, the former of which probably can be made available if
the tudents are sufficiently interested.
Academic subjects the war wishes stressed at this time are specifically: (1) English for Use, "especially practice in understanding and
preparing directions, dispatches and accounts, whether orally or in
writing." (2) The historical background and current changes in the
war situation. (3) In mathematics, a nearer approach to lOOr;. mastery
of fundamentals. ( 4) In science, the elements of physics and chemistry.
"These are knowledges and informations which the Army and
Navy especially desire that their personnel should have."
-Education for Victory, Vol. I, o. 4.
A perusal of the directory, and an acquaintance with the performance of Subiaco students in immediately past year , in national and
statewide competition. will indicate to the inquirer that all this background is amply available at Subiaco.
Subiaco is committed to close cooperation with local, state, and
national authorities for the successful prosecution of the war in whatever ways the school is able and may be asked to serve.

Subiaco and the llJar
Subiaco is alert to the war times in which we live and has geared
its plant to war needs. This means greater economy on the side of
living, along with the rest of the nation, greater sacrifices than ever
for true education, and greater effort in the production of students
trained in mind and heart and body for the times and their special
requirements. The spiritual side of life is particularly to be fostered.
That the Subiaco training is effective in war times is attested by
the fact that every week brings to the school many reports on activities of Subiaco graduate :md former students who are now engaged in all-out efforts toward winning the war-in the Army, Air,
Navy, and Marine Forces, as wdl as in Defense Plants and other units.

How Army and Navy Want Them
A government publication. discussing the kind of recruits needed
by the Armed Forces of America has stated:
'·The Army and Navy '1eed competent. alert, loyal, brave. and
healthy men who are able both to give orders and to obey them . No
amount of technical or militar y skill can be consid red a substitute
for these essent'al qualities. They are produced through study and
discipline, contact and association, competitive games and sports, and
observance of the laws of health."
People acquainted with Subiaco and its products in education will
agree that the school had b een doing its part efficiently in living up
to these requirements, long before the need of man power in the
services became critical.
Elsewhere in the same issue, the government periodical recommends a concentration on the following physical education activities:
1. Hard-driving competitive sports and games involving physical
contact. 2. Swimming. 3. Tumbling. 4. Boxing and wrestling. 5. Strenuous ~etting-up exercises. 6. Hiking and pitching camp. 7. Jumping
and running. 8. Skiing.

Phl]sical Education Program
Physical education has always had a prominent place in the program of training at Subiaco. This has been a natural result of applying the old proverb, "Men sana in corpore sano." •
Rebounding from the initial impact of the present war, the physical education program has made long strides forward. Early in the
1943-1944 term, universal physical education was established at the
academy, with Coach R. P. Maus as director. Importance attached to
thi measure during war time is reflected in the fact thal the school
program as a whole was altered to give adequate time for all the
students to participate simultan ously in body building exe1·ci~es.
These exercises include swimming, gymnastics, games like volley
ball, basketball. football, handball, tennis, hardball and softball. The
period 11:15 to 12:05 is devoted to physical ed ucation daily except
Saturdays and Sundays. General health and alertness of the student
body has notably increased since this measure was introduced, competent observers say. Every student has been benefitted.
• "A sound mind in a sound body." -Ancient Roman Proverb.
- 17 -

BOY SCOUT TROOP, 38
The aim of Scouting is to heip each boy to become the master of his
own powers of body, mind and soul: to keep him physically strong,
mentally awake and morally straight. Th e awaking and proper directing of his faculties enables him to realize and p erform his duties
to God and country. Scouting is particularly appealing to the normal
American boy, chiefly because, while learning to be a good citizen
and a useful member of a comm un ity, h e is having fun by associating
with fellow Scouts and participating in h ealthful activities of outdoor
lif~.
Troop 38 has been playing a role of increasing prominence at Subiaco. The ideal location of the Acad emy for the teaching of woodland
craft and sport makes the Scouting program particularly attractive.
The Scouts of the Acad emy troop r eceived nearly two hundred individual awards from the Na tional Council Office during the course of
the school year. Th e fact that prominent alumni and friends have
loyally shouldered the responsibilities demanded of those sponsoring
a Scout troop give continued assurance of a bright future for Scouting at the Acad emy.
R ev. Fintan Oldham, O.S.B.
____
_ Scout Master
R ev. Victor B euckman , O.S.B. ·----··-···-· Ass't Scout Master
R ev. Anselm Mendez, O.S.B.
Troop Chaplain
Leo J. Krebs. Chairman. H enry H offman, Leo J . Byrne, John P.
Murphy, Julian Nabholz, Sponsors.

~enerdl Reguldtions
A studen~ by the act of registration agrees to abide by the rules
and regulations enacted as the occasions require for the general
~oo_d _of the stud ent body and for the wholesome development of the
md1v1dual student. These regulations are sometimes published in the
b ulletm boards ; at other times are announced by a school officer at
the general assembly. The spirit in which they are conceived is one of
fatherly regard for the true welfare of each student committed to
th_e school's care. No young man having his own best interests at heart
will fmd any regulation unreasonable, or too difficult of observance_
In as far as it is compatible with the maintenance of good order, the
regulations are rather more lenient than more stringent than those
of other school .
Rules for daily deportment of both boarders and day students are
published each year by the Prefect of Discipline.
Students are cautioned that late r eturn from the Christmas or
East~r recess, besides often ser_iously impairing their standing in class,
deprives them of the right to tne award of medals and other academic
honors.
Tho_ugh the "cut" system of rating class attendance is not in force
at Subiaco, yet the missing of classes for reasons othe r than the attending of outside activities in the interest of the school and with the
approval of the ~chool officers, if his offense is flagrant, can deprive
the student of his credits for the term or half term involved. Such
?eprival is usually expre~sed by a_ rating below the passing mark and
1s given _by the teacher m. a specific subject or subjects. But it may
on occas10n result from d1rect act10n by the officers of the school
should th eir repeated warnings go unheeded.
•
A student leaving school and applying for a transfer of records
must name the school to which the record is to be sent. No official
transfer of record will be sent to the student personally. The fee after
the first transfer , which is free. is $1.00.

ACADEMY OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL
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No recommendation or document of any kind in favor of a student
shall be issued until all indebtedn ss to the school shall have been
absolved in full.
Students are at times encouraged for their own good to take more
than the standard four subjects (exclusive of Religion which is
a_lwa_ys additional) in a, given year. But to conform to co1~mon practice 111 ratmg a students advancement, only four units or credits per
(as an average) are allowed. Each student is graduated with the
sixteen . official credits or units on his record. Subjects taken beyond
these sixteen are l!sted as "other subjects." Th e subjects which fit
his course as a whole, as T'.Ormal sequences, are ihe ones listed for
official credit.
While d ue allowance is made for sickness and other unavoidable
causes of occasional absence, yet p_arents_ and guardians are earnestly
urged to cooperate as fully as possible with the school in maintaining
good attendance records. Requests of parents to have their sons at
home for the week-end are honored whenever it is possible to honor
them. But th ese requests should be rather infrequent.
- 19 -

It is the opinion of the faculty that the time element is important
in maturing a young student, whether for college entrance or forentering upon a gainful occupation after finishing studies at the academy. Regardless, therefore, of the amount of units or credits he may
have assembled hitherto, a s, udent is not eligible to apply for graduation before the spring of his fourth year in a secondary or high school
studies. The faculty, furthermore, reserves the right to withhold
graduation pending improvem en t. in the case of a student displaying
notoriously poor scholarship, even though he may have fulfilled other
requirements. Graduation in such cases is never withheld longer than
a year, at which time the student is either graduated or given a dismissal of whatever nature the circumstances warrant.
Transfer students, while given all possible help, must adapt themselves to the schedules as best they can. The academy much prefers
to start students in their very first year of high chool. Effective work
in the highest classes can scarcely be expected unless the previous
training has been thorough.
Students transferring from schools of less than a thirty-six weeks'
term, or a lower classification than "B" are subject to having their
credits or units discounted pro rata when this procedure is deemed
for the good of either the student or the school.
All students not prevented by physical disabilities are strongly
urged to take part in at lea t one athletic activity. This does not
necessarily mean engaging in a ·'major" sport. The school assumes
no responsibility beyond that of reasonable care and cautioning for
injurious accidents sustained whie at practice or in play, or in the
course of any other curricular or extra-curricular activity.
The school will not be r esponsible for books left on the premises
unless th ese have been properly packed, tied, and labeled with the
student's name, and have been pl aced in the personal charge of an
officer of the school. In no ca e wi ll the school be responsible for
books left longer than Jun e 15 of any given year. After that date,
any books left in desks, etc .. will be gathered and disposed of by
the book store. Books left foT trade-in will be similarly gathered and
credit will be given on next y ear 's book account only. No cash tradein is ever given. No claim for books left here will be valid after
June 15. The same regulations apply to graduates.
Each students is personally responsible for articles of clothing and
for personal belongings. Tre school does not undertake to locate lost
articles or send to students any such articles carelessly left at the
school upon departure on vacation, or otherwise.
Lockers left on desks or lockers by departing students are subject
to removal after June 15 to prepare for enrollment of the coming
term. Exception: A student certain of returning may leave possessions
locked, and a key with a school officer.

COOPERATION, NOT RIVALRY
In placing before the American public, for serious consideration,
the features and advantages which we sincerely believe to be of
immense aid to the young men whom we wish to serve, this institution intends no unseemly rivalry with other schools. That hundreds
of other schools have their resources to offer their own students is
admitted and obvious. Rath f:'r do we intend by calling attention to our
particular assets to cooperate with thousands of other schools in the
advancement of education for our great national security: The Youth
of America.

THE SPIRITUAL SIDE
The latent spiritual forces within the student are the deepest and
the most important of all phases of his being. This side of the student's
life is fostered at Subiaco by direct formal instruction for all Catholic
students and by other spiritual aids. such as a spiritual director and
counselor, religion clubs, th e example of the lives of men con ecrated
to God by religious vows, and other wholesome influences.
Catholic students attend morning Mass and chapel ervices daily.
Non-Catholic students attend chapel services on Sundays. Non-Catholic students are free to seek counsel on ethical and moral matters of
any staff member. They also have their own Religion Club, with a
view to grounding them in general matters pertaining to their soul's
welfare.
The Office of Chaplain has been set up to meet the need for
special moral and vocational guidance. Both the non-Catholic students
and the Catholic students have easy access to the Chaplain's services.
Many problems cannot be adequately met by mass education. It is
the Chaplain's duty to give each student a sympathetic hearing and,
in as far as possible, to offer a solution to the student's personal
problems.

THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

No student is ever lightly dismissed from the institution. Except
in a case of a sudden and flagrant instance of misconduct, a number
of warnings and attempts to guide the student to better ways will
precede the always unpleasant procedure of dismissal. Sometimes
parents and friends of the student dismissed are prone to find fault
with the school. But a full and frank examination of such cases will
almost invariably show that the student or students involved not
only are much to blame, but that they usually have left the authorities no alternative. Whether through imprudence or through malice,
they set the stage so that the only possible denouement is dismissal.

Subiaco has a small but extremely active and loyal alumni membership. Every student soon comes to sense the feeling of unity and of
comradeship that exists between the graduates and himself. He meets
graduates of the school on numerous occasions: at athletic contests,
at the annual spring reunion, when alumni stop by, and at other
times.
Alumni in a fraternal spirit that is prompted purely by a love of
their school, where they have spent many of their happiest days,
gladly become acquainted with worthy students of the present day
and on ocasion help them by timely advice gleaned from their own
early experiences.
There is of course a wide variation in type among graduates. This
is as desirable as it is inevitable. It is the earnest aim and the sincere
hope of the school, however, chat each alumnus through his action
in his own community and within the circle of his friends give evidence of the sound training he has received at Subiaco.
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DISMISSAL

ACCESSIBILITY
Subiaco is situated directly on State Highway 22 and is about
110 miles northwest of Little Rock, the state capital. It is 48 miles
east of Ft. Smith, the "Gateway to the Ozarks." Paris, the Logan
county seat, is five miles to the west. The town and post office serving
the school are named Subiaco.
The College and Academy can be reached very readily by bus
out of Ft. Smith from the west and out of Little Rock from the east.
Students from points in Texas sometimes come by Rock Island trains
over Booneville, Arkansas, and there are met by college cars upon
notification.

HOMECOMING QUEEN AND MAID

BUILDINGS
A massive five-story building of native gray sand stone quarried
nearby is the central architectural object in the Subiaco plant. It
houses the chapel, administration offices, living quarters for faculty
and students, class rooms, library, reading and recreation rooms, and
other divisions of the physical plant. The north side of the quadrangle
was destroyed by fire in 1927 and has been only partially restored .
.Jewett Memorial Hall, erected by means of a grant on the part of
Sir Charles Jewett, K. S. G., of Fort Smith, Arkansas, was completed
with the '40-'41 term. This newest addition to the building group is
a five-story wing to the east of the main building and directly joining it. Anthony Hall, gymnasium and auditorium, a Sisters' residence
for Benedictine Sisters of the culinary department, and other subsidiary buildings complete the group. The school has a definite expansion program ready for operation as needs arise and means of
building are available.

HISTORY
Subiaco College and Academy, a boarding school for boys and
young men, is among the oldest institutions of learning in Arkansas.
The Benedictine missionary settlement whence it sprang was started
in 1878. It was founded by monks from St. Meinrad's Abbey, in Indiana. The Indiana house in turn drew its early chapter members
largely from the worlci-famous abbey and school Maria Einsiedeln,
in Switzerland. In 1887 the Subiaco institute began to function as a
college, introducing philosophy and theology courses. In 1896 it was
empowered by the state to grant degrees.
The name Subiaco is Italian and comes from the European monastery in Italy of that name. The elder Subiaco has a venerable history,
bemg the home of St. Benedict of Nursia himself, who is the founder
of the Order and is known as "Patron of the Monks of the West."
The Arkansas monastic center is now sixty-six years old. The
school is fifty-seven years of age. The institution has seen all stages
of development occurring in the section in which its lot is cast. It has
ben functioning ever since the white man began, in appreciable numbers, to inhabit this section. In the late seventies, the Little Rock and
Ft. Smith Railroad Company, extending a branch line through the
valley of the Ouachitas, desired immigrants who would stay on the
soil and build a permanent population. To effect this end, they called
in the Benedictine Fathers, as aforesaid.

October 27 . The trio were selected from the student bodv of Saint Scholaslica
Academy in Fort Smith. The Trojans gamed a 25-7 verdi~t ove r the Clarksvi1le
Panthers under encourageme nt of the ir queen and h er attendants, plus so111i,
2,500 !ans.
1'-
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Miss Iyahnula Barbour, San Francisco, Ca lifornia , center, wa s t he Homecoming

Queen, and Miss Catherine Udouj. Fort Smith . Ar kansas. left. and Miss Gre tch en
Kaemmerling , Fort Smith, ri ght , served as n-1aids for the Subiaco Homecom ing,

In the early days the student body comprised a mere dozen or so.
Greatest growth came after World War I, when the enrollment soared
to about 200, a11d remained normally at 150 to 175. Two devastating
fires. the first in December, 1901, the second in December, 1927, have
both retarded and stimulated growth in various way:;,. The present
strictly fire-proof and in every way modern building is running virtually at capacity. A large annex to the east, built of stone and fireproofed, has recently been completed.
Subiaco is known far and wide as a progressive American school
with deep culture roots embedded in the rich soil of Benedictine
teaching traditions. centuries old and gathered from all parts of the
civilized world.
SUPERVISION
The educational system employed at Subiaco College and Academy
includes as one of its important features the formation of character.
The details common to all schools are of course strictly attended to.
It is in the building of a "man" in the highest sense that Subiaco
is most interested. The school reserves the right to dismiss at any time
a student who fails to give satisfactory evidence of reasonable interest
in the school program as it develops day by day. As long as any student improves in any essential matter, however, he is allowed to stay
and is urged to try harder.
The supervision of the student during study periods and recreation is in the hands of Fathers appointed for this work. The discipline of the school is mild but insistent. It has for its aim the true
welfare of the student. It i designed to give him a thorough training
in knowledge as well as in sound moral behavior, and nothing contrary to good morals and ge ntlemanly conduct is permitted. Correction of bad character traits and poor personal appearance is studiously
undertaken.

SENIOR LEAGUE HOOP CHAMPS
Front. left to right-Philip Bryce, Jack Waites, Lanny Dickn1ann. At rear-

Billy Binz, Jack Voorhees. Tom Stringer, Joe Gaylo, Arthur Bornhoft. They won
in the junior-senior class over powerful competition..

DORMITORY EQUIPMENT
Students are to furnish t heir own blankets and a neat bedspread
of simple design. All other bed clothing (including sheets and pillow
cases) is supplied by the school. The beds are of special dormitory
type: 18 inches in height, about six feet in length.

WARDROBE
Individual needs will vary and the school merely suggests the
following basic wardrobe : Shirts 8; pants 4 ; Suits 2; socks two dozen;
shoes 2 pairs, plus a pair of tennis and a pair of house shoes; shorts
and shirts 8; pajamas 4; handkerchiefs 18; bath towels 7; wash rags 4;
sweaters 2; a bathing suit; a bathrobe; a topcoat or an overcoat; toothbrush; soap and other personal articles. Mark all clothing with
owner's name.
MAIL
Students are urged to write letters on Saturday and Sunday only.
Only such newspapers and magazines are permitted as meet with the
approval of the authorities.
Ordinarily, eatables should not be sent to students.
-24~

.JUNIOR LEAr.rrn JIOOP (;RAMPS
Front row, left to right-Jack Savary, Herman Kresse, James Watkins. Rear
row-Vincent Sokora, Jerry Vernon, B. G. Hartmeier.
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HE 1945 BASKET BALL SQUAD

Fro n t, le ft t o righ t,
Joe Nolte , Ralph Oliver, George Wirtjes.
George Sa vary, Bob
Denman. Second r ow:
Albert Lux, Jam es
Dum, Bobby Brown,
James Probstfield, Joe
Reed. At r ea r : Nick
Kirchner
Joe Gayla,
Tom Stringer, Bob Savary, Stanley Saranie.
I n the p layoffs, this
small but f i ghting
squad was no,-;ecl out
by a last-1noment field
goal which a Greenwood Bulldog forward
sank to give his team,
eventuaUy, the District 12 championship.
Subiaco had led all the
way .. ,and but for this
brl)liant coup of the
opponent, might have
annexed the ti tie.

---

--.;-....

ACADEMY BAND AND DIRECTOR

Th is 1nusica l coterie
performed
creditably at many
assem blies. F r o nt,
left to rig ht : the
Rev. Lambert Eckeil10H,
director,
Wm.

Binz,

James

Crawford, Stanley
Saranie, A lbert Hiryak. Bob Savary,
James Ryan. James
Donovan, Pat
Wardlaw. Dick McBride. Secon d r ow:
Joe Murphy, Alphons Seiter. Richard Brownell, Raymond Seiter, Frank
Dumboski. F.rancis
Papan. T hird row:
William Fuhrmann,

William
Ho((m:rn ,
Ravmcmd Gee Is.
Robert Schrf"),•c! t·r,
George Savary,
1 eon a rd
\V i c s e .
Herbert M i n lo n •
Gilbert Lensing,
Bernard Fuhrmann.
R ea r

r ow:

Linus

Fuhrmann, Eugc.1e
Wei senfel s, Marlin

Buerg ler. Joe Recd ,
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TROJAN FOOTBALL TEAM, 19U SEASON

sta nding

to

in the state's

champi-

jans.

Bob Bornhofl, end,
captained the Tro-

Coach Maus's policy of n ot culling
his 1nen down to
the best 25 or so,
but giving every
willing lad a real
all - season chance.

ons. Size of this
squad (in numbers)
clearly
indicates

declared

probably have been

But for an
up.
upset loss to Batesville. they would

non-conference set-

ule"

presentative sched-

sports writer credited them with having "the most re-

ern era. and wiU1 it
he played in every
section of the state.
They won eight,
lost two, for a very
good season. The
state's leading

teams of the mod-

the left, had one or
his best though one
of the lightest

seen

Coach R. P. Maus,
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Academ~ Diplomas
Diplomas for the completion of the CLASSICAL COURSE in the
academy were awarded to:
Billy Binz . .
Elroy Lakamp .
Robert Schroeder
Paul Sharum
Leonard Wiese
Paul Zubalik

SENIORS OF 1945

Little Rock, Arkansas
Shrewsbury, Missouri
Windthorst, Texas
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Gainesville, Texas
Freeburg, Illinois

Diplomas for the completion of the SCIENCE COURSE in the academy were awarded to:
Jim Dum
Dick Fredeman
Anthony Gillespie
Jim Gilmore
Louis Hartmeier
John Hum . .
Francis Mannas
Joe Reed
Don Shirley
Lee J . Snyder
Carol Springle
Mike Watkins .
George Wirtjes

Mu kogee, Oklahoma
Little Rock, Arkansas
Atkins, .Arkansas
Little Rock , Arkansas
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Little Rock, Arkansas
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Fayetteville, Arkansas
Pari , Arkansas
Little Rock, Arkansas
Jonesboro, Arkansas
Monroe, Louisiana
Portland, Oregon

Diplomas for the completion of the COMMERCIAL COURSE in the
academy were awarded to:
Jerome Ahlert .
Tom Allbright .
Arthur Bornhoft
Robert Bornhoft
Edmund Friga
Joe Hughes
George Savary
Edward Ward . .
Eugene Weisenfels .

Fort Smith, Arkansas
Hope, Arkansas
i''iener, Arkansas
Han ,~burg, Arkansas
New Blaine, Arkansas
Pine Bluff, Arkansas
Little Rock, Arkansas
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Scranton, Arkansas

Diplomas for the completion of a GENERAL COURSE in the academy were awarded to:
Charles Borgerding
Lanny Dickmann .
Joseph Duerr .
Frank Dumboski
Norbert Gorrell
George Leding .
Tommy Lensing
Albert Lux
.
William Naegle
.
William Siebenmorgen
William Terry .

Scranton, Arkansas
Muskogee, Oklahoma
Subiaco, Arkansas
Levy, Arkansas
Subiaco, Arkansas
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Scranton, Arkansas
Subiaco, Arkansas
Scranton, Arkansas
Scranton, Arkansas
Little Rock, Arkansas
- 30 -

Top, left to right-Jerome Ahne, Fort Smith; Thomas Allbright, Hope; William
Binz, Little Rock. l\1iddle-Arthur Bornhoft, Wiener; Robert Bornhoft, Harrisburg; Lanny Dickman, Muskogee, Okla. Lower-Joseph Duerr, Subiaco; James
Dum, Muskogee, Frank Dumboski, Levy .
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Certificates of Graduation from the Preparatory Department of the
academy, and Promotion to the 9th Grade were awarded to:
Arthur Beavert
Chicago, Illinois
Raymond Belken .
Dallas, Texas
James Edward Brogan
.
Dallas, Texas
Richard Brownell
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Edward Bush .
Fort Worth , Texas
Herman Etzkorn
Subiaco, Arkansas
Herbert J. Huber .
Subiaco, Arkansas
Harold Robey Irwin
Little Rock , Arkansas
Thomas F. Knoten .
Memohis, Te nnessee
Gerald Lee Kremer
Paris, Arkansas
Buddy Lett
Little Rock, Arkansas
Rudolph H. Limberg
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Teddy Millette
Greenville, Mississippi
James Sontag .
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Jack Sullivan .
.
Little Rock, Arkansas
Edward Tate
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Warren Weathers
Fort Worth, Texas
HONOR STUDENTS OF 1945
Leonard Wiese. Gainesville, Texas .
Anthony Gillespie, Atkins, Arkansas .

ENIORS OF 1945

Valedictorian
Saluta torian

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
George Wirtjes
Anthony Gillespie
Cc(l"ol Springle
Robert Bornhoft
Joe Reed

President
Vice President
Secr etary-Treasurer
Attorney
Attorney

....
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Award of ffiedals
The Gold Medal for GOOD CHARACTER was awarded to:
ROBERT SCHROEDER, Windthrost, Texas.
Ex Aequo: Joe Hoegger , P &ul Sha1um, Sylvester Kubiskie, Paul
Zubalik.
Distinguished: Joe Abraham, Philip Bednar, Anthony Benz, Carl
Beshoner, Gus Breeden, Martin Buergler Rich ard Buergler, Frank
Dumboski, Raymond Erman , Frank Fox, Bill Fuhrmann, Sylvester
Gaisbauer, Anthony Gillespie, Tony Hahn, Albert Hiryak, Lawrence
Kaelin , Charles Lensing, Cornelius Post Richard Post, Otto Schroeder,
William Siebenmorgen, Carol Springle, John Stehle, Jerry Vernon,
Leon Walbe, Paul Watkins, Jim Watkins, Geo rge Weisenfels, George
Wewcrs, Leonard Wiese.
Donor: The Right Reverend Paul M. Nahlen, 0. S. B., President of
Subiaco College.
The Gold Medal for EXCELLENCE IN CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
was awarded to:
LEO LEHNEN, Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Ex Aequo: Gene Reinkemeyer Frank Fox.
Distinguished: Carl Beshoner .' Richard Buergler, James Donovan,
A:Jthony G1Hesp1e, _J_1mmy Hartmeier, Bob Heffernan, Joe Hoegger,
Gilbert Lensmg, Ph1hp Lisko, Jack McBride, Norman Neumeier, Stan-

Top-Richard Fredernan, Little Rock: Edmund Friga, Shoal Creek ; Anthony
Gillespie, Atkins. Middle-James Gilmore, Little Rock; Norbert Gorrell, Subiaco;
Louis Hartmeier, Jr., Fort Smith. Lower-Joseph Hughes, Pine Bluff; Elroy
Lakamp, Shrewsbury , Mo.; Thomas Lensing, Scranton .
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ley Saranie, Otto Schroeder, Paul Sharum, Vincent Sokora, Paul
Watkins.
Donor. The Most Reverend John B. Morris, D. D., Bishop of Little
Rock, Arkansas.
The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN LATIN was
awarded to:
RAYBURN BROWN, Paragould, Arkansas.
Ex Aequo: Paul Sharum.
Distinguished: Richard Buergler, James Donovan, Joe Hoegger,
Alvin Hoffman, Larry Schmitz, Don Schnitzius. Leonard Wiese.
Donor: Mr. J. J. Morrison, Memphis, Tennessee.

SENIORS OF 1945

The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN ENGLISH was
awarded to:
PAUL SHARUM, Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Ex Aequo: Leonard Wiese, An thony Gillespie.
Distinguished: Richard Bur-rgler, Joseph Duerr, Dick Fredeman,
Alvin Hoffman. Larry Schmitz, William Sicbenmorgen, Carol Springle,
Jim Watkins.
The Gold Medal for the HlGHEST AVERAGE IN THE CLASSICAL COURSE was awarded to :
LEONARD WIESE, Gain esville, Texas.
Distinguish ed : Richard Buergler, L eo Lehnen , Otto Schroeder,
Paul Sharum,
Donor: The late Right Reverend Patrick, F. Horan, D. D .. of Fort
Smith. Arkansas (through a friend).
The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE FOREIGN
MODERN LANGUAGES was awarded to :
JIMMY RYAN, Hot Springs. Arkansas.
Distinguislied: Ranny Cox. James McManus, Eugene Post Otto
Schroeder. ,Jam -s Wa"ner, Leonard Wi ese.
Donor: Mr. Carl E. Bopp, Little Rock, Arkansas.
The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN MATHEMATICS
was awarded to:
AL VIN HOFFMAN, Tulsa, Oklalioma.
Distinguished: Ranny Cox, Robert Derman. J~m es Donovan, Frank
Fox Antliony Gillespie, Tony Hahn, Phillip Lisko, William Lisko,
Paul Pfeiffer, Gene R einkemeyer, Carol Springle, Jerry Vernon.
Donor: The Subiaco Alumni Association.
Tr e Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE SCIENCE
COURSE was awarded to:
CAROL SPRINGLE, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
E~ {'equo : Anthony Gillesp ie.
_D1stmgu1shed : James Dum. Dick Freclrman, Alvin Hoffman, Gene
Remkemeyer, Jerry Vernon, Mike Watkins.
Donor: Former Governor Carl E. Bailey, Little Rock. Arkansas.
The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE COMMERCIAL COURSE was awarded to :
TOM ALLBRIGHT, Hope Arkansas.
Distinguished: J erome Ahlert, Arthur Bornhoft.
Donor: Mr. Harry LaHood, Peoria, Illinois.
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Top-Albert Lux, Subiaco ; Francis Mannas, Tulsa, Okla.; Frank Naegle,
Scranton. Middle-Joseph Reed, Fayetteville ; George Savary, Little Rock;
Robert Schroeder, Windthorst, Tex. Lower-Paul Sharum, Fort Smith ; Don
Shirley, Paris; William Siebenmorgen, Morrison Bluff.
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The Gold Medal known as the PEREYRA AWARD FOR UNSELFISHNESS was awarded to:
ANTHONY GILLESPIE, Atkins, Arkansas.
Ex Aequo: Martin Buergler, Robert Schroeder , Carol Springle.
Distinguished: Phillip Bednar, Connie Chudy, Lanny Dickmann,
James Dum, Joseph Hoegger, Lawrence K aelin, H erman Kresse,
Tommy Moix, Ralph Oliver , Paul Sharum.
Donor: Lt. Col. Raymond Rebsamen, St. L ouis, Missouri.

SENIORS OF 1945

The Gold Medal for SCHOLARSHIP in the Preparatory Department was awarded to :
EDWARD TATE, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Distinguished: Arthur Beavert, Jim Brogan, Ted Millette, Jim
S ontag, J ack Sullivan, Warren Weathers.

The CourlJ .Athletic T rophlJ
Th e Loving Cup annually awarded to the student selected as the
best all-round athlete was awarded to:
RALPH OLIVER, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
The trophy is awarded on the basis of usefulness to the teams and
school spirit displayed on and off the campus.
Donor : Lt. George Coury, United States Navy.

PERISCOPE PINS
Newspaper staff pins were awarded the following members of The
Periscope personnel: Carol Springle, Jonesboro, editor; Pvt. Tommy
Mullen , Army, circulation manager; Herbert Minton, El Pa o. Texas,
columnist; Anthony Gillespie, Atkins, sports editor; Joe Reed, Fayetteville, senior notes; Rayburn Brown, Paragould. junior notes; Joe
Murphy 1 El Dorado, sophomore notes; J ames Lakamp, Shrew bury,
Missouri, scholastic notes; Mart in Buergler, Fort Smith, post-gr ad
notes ; J oe Gaylo, Bauxite, features; Tommy Lensing, Scranton, day
stude_nt coverage; Jack Sullivan , Little Rock , prep reporter; J erry
Martm, O_k lahoma City, Oklahoma, junior sports w riter. Jam es
Parker, Little Rock, F rank Dumboski, Levy, and Tommy Moix, El
Dorado, mailers. Cletus Wolf, Army, former staffman.

Top-Lee J. Snyder, Little Rock: Carol Springle, Jonesboro: William Terry,
Little Rock. Middle-Edward Ward. Fort Smith: Michael Watkms. Monroe, La.;
Eugene \Veisenfels, Morrison Bluff. Lower-Leonard Wiese, Gainesville, Tex.;
George Wirtjes . Portland. Ore.: Paul Zubaltk, Freeburg, Ill.

. An EDITOR'S MEDAL was _awarded Carol Springle for outstandmg work as managmg editor, his second such award in two years.

Note-Three students, who joined the Navy in their last sen1ester, during World
War n, were graduated in absentia. so that thell' cap-and-gown portrait c~uld
not be obtained. These are: Charles Borgerding, Scranton; John Hum, L1tlle
Rock: and Frank Naegle, Scranton. George Leding completed studies at the end
of the first semester. and is among the 1945 graduates.
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Distribution of Premiums
A Premium for Good Conduct was awarded to: ~,~
JOSEPH HOEGGER, Oklahoma City, Oklal'loma.
Distinguished: All mentioned under the Good Character Medal.

R
0

l:1
d
A Premium for Application to Studies was awarded to:
LAWRENCE KAELIN, Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Distinguished: Joseph Abraham, Carl Beshoner, Martin Buergler,
Richard Buergler, James Donovan, Joseph Duerr, Jim Dum, Frank
Fox, Anthony Gillespie, Tony Hahn, Jimmy Hartmeier, Joseph Hoegger, Alvin Hoffman, Sylvester Kubiskie, Eugene Post, Richard Post,
Gene Reinkemeyer, Otto Schroeder, Paul Sharum, William Siebenmorgen, Jim Sontag, Jack Sullivan, Edward Tate, Jeddy Vernon,
David Voelker, Paul Watkins, Warren Weathers, Leonard Wiese, Paul
Zubalik.

l
t
l:1

Mary Reilh
Miss Mary Reith. of Subiaco, won a
spectacular race last year for U1e title,
"Queen of the Independence Day.'•
She garnered the highest amount of
votes ever polled by a queen candidate up to that lime. Her total
was 54,791.

A Premium for Good Order was awarded to:
JAMES SONTAG, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Distinguished: Joseph Abraham, Jerome Ahlert, Ambrose Ahne,
Phillip Bednar, Anthony Benz, Carl Beshoner, Billy Binz, Martin
Buergler, Richard Buergler, Joseph Duerr, Raymond Erman, Bernard
Fuhrmann, Bill Fuhrmann, Bernard Geels, Anthony Gillespie, Tony
Hahn, Joe Hoegger, William Hoffman, Lawrence Kaelin, Raymond
Kiehl, Bernard Kriener, Elroy Lakamp, Charles Lensing, Gilbert
Lensing, Tommy Moix, Richard Post, Frank Rotert, Alphonse Seiter,
Raymond Seiter, Otto Schroeder, Robert Schroeder, Paul Sharum,
William Siebenmorgen, Carol Springle, James Wagner, Leon Walbe,
Andrew Weisenfels, George Wewers, Leonard Wiese, Paul Zubalik.

A Premium for Punctuality was awarded to:
FRANK DUMBOSKI, Levy, Arkansas.
Distinguished: Joseph Abraham, Jerome Ahlert, Ambrose Ahne
Phillip Bednar, Anthony Benz, Carl Beshoner, Martin Buergler:
Richard Buergler, Connie Chudy, Joseph Duerr, Jack Ebbing, Bernard
Fuhrmann, Bernard Geels, Anthony Gillespie, Tony Hahn, Joe Hoegger, Wilham Hoffman, Lawrence Kaelin, Raymond Kiehl Bernard
Kri_ener,_ Charles Lensing, Gilbert Lensing, Paul McDean~, Tommy
Mo1x, Richard Post, Alphonse Seiter, Raymond Seiter, Otto Schroeder,
Robert Schroeder, Paul Sharum, William Siebenmorgen, Carol Springle, Leon Walbe, Andrew Weisenfels, George Wewers, Leonard Wiese,
Paul Zubahk.
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Jean Johnson

Juanita lngram

Bettye llod~on

Maid
Maid
Queen
Mt. St. Mary's Academy, popular girls' school conducted by the

Sisters of Mercy in Little Rock, traditionally furnishes the qu~en and

maids for the Troians of Subiaco when the latter clash with the
Rockets of Catholic High School, Little Rock, each fall. Played annually in the Capital City, U1is game has c~me t~ be one of ~he outstanding high school classics in this and neighboring states. Miss Jean
Johnson , since graduated, served with her maids pictured above. l_a st
November 5. The Trojans are very proud of the Royalty representing
them on this occasion.
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Cluos and Societies
SODALITY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY
The Sodality is a religious society which fosters in members an
ardent love of the Blessed Virgin Mary and her Son, Jesus Christ.
Sodalists, by becoming knights of Our Lady, have a sp cial title to
her patronage and solicitude. Bi-weekly discussion meetings, under
the direction of the Sodality Moderator, enable the Sodalists to exchange views on current moral problems and to assimilate militant
Christian attitudes and convictions. The Sodality with headquarters
in Rome and with the national Sodality organization in St. Louis
cooperates with the suggested program of these bodies.
SODALITY OFFICERS

Moderator .
Prefect
Vice Prefect
Secretary
Treasurer

Rev. Victor Beuckman, 0. S. B.
Cletus Wolf
Ralph Oliver
Carol Springle
Anthony Gillespie
- - - - - .- . : - - - - THE APOSTLESHIP OF PRAYER
Members exercise the apostolic office of promoting the glory of
God and the salvation of souls by prayer and good works in union
with the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
The work is promoted through the Sodality Organization.
ST. PLACID ALTAR BOY'S SOCIETY
This society trains boys to serve at Mass and at other sacred functions. Every Catholic boy who so desires is given the opportunity of
learning to serve at Mass.
Director: Rev. Victor Beuckman, 0. S. B.

SUBIACO DRAMATIC CLUB

.

Left to right, seated-Louise Reith. Lorene Schluterman , Carol Springle
(d
d s girl) Dorothy Strobel, Freda Lux. Standmg-Herbert Mmlon, Gert. r~ss'ke~h Ed;_,ard Schneider. Anthony ( Gus ) Gillespie. Mary Ann Ashour,
}~e~h Gayio, Helen Schluterman, Jaines Parker, Johnny Hum, Tommy 1\Iullen.

THE SCHOOL BAND
The school band offers students of musical instruments opportunity to acquire experience in ensemble work. All students with
musical talent are urged to join. The beautifully uniformed organization is called upon to perform at public gatherings of all kinds.
Members, about 30.
Director : Rev. Lambert Eckelhoff, 0. S. B.
THE CHORAL CLUB
This club was organized early in February, 1944, and comprises
the entire Catholic student body. It has for its aim th e development
of a better understanding and appreciation of the liturgical music
and hymns of the Church. The entire organization joins in with the
Monastic choir in the singing of the Benediction hymns as well as
the High Mass on special occasions.
Director
Rev. Lambert Eckelhoff, 0. S. B.
Organist
Rev. Gerald Sacra, 0. S. B.
- - - - - .- . - - - - THE TROJAN CRUSADER
A weekly mimeographed paper (religious bulletin) devoted to the
purpose of creating and promoting student interest in the practical
side of day-to-day Christian living in the schooL The publication is
sponsored by the Sodality of the Blessed Virgin and is issued by the
Catholic Action Society, an exclusive organization composed of outstanding Catholic leaders among the student body.
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PREP DRAMATIC CLUB
.
tt
Left to right, front row-Sain Konecny , Edv,:ard Tate, Jae~ Sulhvani 5 0 ry
Lett Warren Weathers Lon Tutton. James Sontag. Second ro\\-Ed Bus 1 • er Y
Scht'..ih Tom Fredeman' Jack Brownell. Dick Brownell. Jim Brogan. ~ear rO\\Harold (Robey) Irwin: Tom Knoten, Buddy Lett. Missing when picture was
taken: Herbert Huber (day student).
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SECULAR OBLATES OF ST. BENEDICT
An Oblate of St. Benedict is one who by affiliation with some
monastery of the Benedictine Order. strives to lead a more perfect
life, by ordering it, as far as circumstances permit, according to the
Holy Rule of St. Benedict.
The Church has given approval to such a union, and in a certain
sense considers the Oblate as a member of the monastic family , sharing in its good works and receiving from it a valuable impulse and
aid to a more perfect life.
Any Catholic boy at th e Academy, not under fifteen years of age,
may be admitted as a Benedictine Oblate after a short period of probation. Meetings are held at regular intervals at which topics of Catholic, Benedictine, and Liturgical interest are discussed. A Holy Hour
and recitation of part of the Divine Office in common are held on the
average of twice a month.
Moderator .
Rev. Anselm Mendez, 0. S. B.
Dean
.
Leonard Wiese
Assistant Dean
Robert Schroeder
Secretary
Carol Springle
Student Advisor
Anthony Gillespie
THE PERISCOPE
This is the name of the school paper, appearing nine tim es a year,
and chronicling academy events as well as keeping up with doings
of alumni and friends. It also keeps the fast-growing Subiaco family
informed of chief news items in the abbey. It is a member of the
Arkansas High School Press Asociation.
Sponsor .
. Rev. Louis Deuster, 0. S. B.
Editor: Carol Springle. Staff: Herb Minton, features; Tom Mullen,
circulation; Anthony Gillespie, sports; Jerry Martin, junior sports;
Joe Reed, Rayburn Brown, Joe Murphy, James Lakamp, Tom Lensing,
Martin Buergler, Jack Sullivan, Joe Gayla. reporters. John Hum,
Frank Dumboski. James Parker , Tommy Moix. mailers.
THE DRAMATIC CLUB
This club exists for the purpose of providing interested students
with an opportunity for stage appear a nces and practice in acting.
It also affords entertainment for the surrounding public, and for its
members, as well as an outlet for dramatic talent in the school. The
"hit" production of last term was "So H elp Me, Hannah ," produced
with the aid of the Young Ladies Sodality and staged in February.
President, Carol Springle. Stage manager, James Parker. Club manager, Edward Schneider. Academy actors. J oe Gayle, Herb Minton,
John Hum, Tom Mullen, Anthony Gille pie. Sodality Actre ses Dorothy Strobel, Louise Reith, Lorene Schluterman, Mary Ann Ashour,
Gertrude Reith, Freda Lux.
The Prep Dramatic Club, with some 20 members. produced Five
Bible Playl ets in late spring. President, James Brogan. Costumers,
Elroy Lakamp, Carol Springle. Edward Bryan. Stage managers, James
Parker, Joe Gayla.
PRINTING ARTS CLUB
This club is active in the study and application of printing and
allied arts. It is responsible for the make-up and printing of the school
paper, the school directory, special programs, and much other printed
matter issued by the school.
Moderator .
Rev. Raymond Wewers, 0 . S . B.
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CHEER CLUB
This gro1 1 is organized annually in the fall of the year to lend
moral supr t to Trojan teams in their battles for the Orange and
B lue, and 0 give voice to the natural feelings of loyalty and school
spirit inr te in good student bodies. Time-honored songs and "yells"
.·ains of which Subiaco teams have forged ahead to victory
to -~-,
arc ;drefully rehearsed each fall. The entire student body is expected
to take part, but a spcial club is organized to furnish a nucleus and
·.eadership. Cheer leaders during the 1944-1945 term: Carol Springle,
Thomas Moix, Herbert Minton.
THE SCHOLASTICATE
Candidates for the Priesthood in the Benedictine Order sho uld
write for particulars concerning the Scholasticate. To be eligible they
must have completed the eighth grade (grade seven in a few states
having but seven pre-high-school gEades) , and must submit a recommendation from their Rev. Pastor. The Sch olasticate trains Priests
for pastoral work, teaching and other religious labors undertaken
by New Subiaco Abbey.
THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
This club strives to promot!e good reading in the school.
. Rev. Cletus Post, O.S.B.
Moderator .
Student librarians: Thomas Moix, Elroy Lakamp.
THE BOOSTER COMMITTEE
This committee consists of three st ud ents elected each year by the
stude nt body. It's purpose i to represent the stud ent body befor e the
faculty in the common problems of boarding-school life that arise
from time to time, and to assist the officials of the Academy in the
fostering of a proper pride and school spirit.
The "boosters" for the last term wer e Ralph Oliver, Anthony
Gillespie, and Carol Springle.
THE SUNDAY NIGHT CLUB
This club aims to give Non-Catholic students at Subiaco occasion
for discussion of their own ethical and religious problems. Acquainting of members with the Scriptures and foste ring of a love of prayer
are specific aims. Discussion of moral questions is frequent.
Rev. Christopher Paladino, 0 . S. B.
Moderator
. William Wehunt
President
H erbert Minton
Secretary
Richard Courtney
Treasurer

- - - - -..- - - - -

THE BUILDING FUND
Subiaco is not an endowed mstitution in an adequate sen e of
th e word and must depend largely upon revenues obtained from board
and tuition charges. These must be supplemented from time to time
by gifts on th e part of persons who see the need for and benefits to
America from schools of its scope and aim.
In this connection, the public is invited to take part in Subiaco's
educational ve nture by contributing sums in any amounts toward
erection of needed buildings, obtaining equipment, and tu c ljke.
Friends are advised that gifts for such purposes will do the most
good if made in the near futur€, so that expansion plans may proceed
at a normal pace.
All benefactors are remembered in the daily prayers of the Benedictine religious community.
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qerms
l. NECESSARY EXPENSES FOR A FULL TERM (YEAR)

Board, lodging, tuition -·-·--·· _···- -······ .. ·······---· ·- ····-··-·
* Athletic Fee, payable yearly by every student
• Library Fee, payable by eve ry student . - - - - · -·····•• Add $5.00 Registration Fee for first en trance only -·-··Add books and School Supplies ($15.00) _ .. --··-·.
.. _ _ . ·-·-·-··-···· ···-- _ - · - Laundry

.

~

, q.2.00
alt.00
2.00
26.00

Total for Full Term -··-· -··-·-· $ 360.00
IMPORTANT: Books are always additional according to course
pursued, initial cost $ 15.00. Each student must purchase the n ecessary
books strictly on a cash basis. A deposit of $ 15.00 may be made by
parents in advance to cover book costs on opening day if this is
desired. No student will be serviced with books for any reason whatsoever except on a strictly cash basis.
Payment may be made by the semester or half-year as fellows:
ON ENTRANCE
Board, lodging, tuition ·····-··· ...
* Athletic F ee -·····---··---···· _____
• Library F ee . - ·-- ... ____ . ·-·•-·
• • Add $ 5.00 Registration Fee for first entrance only
- · · ___ ·-.
Laundry ..... ·····-

$

161.00
5.00
1.00
13.00

$ 180.00

FEBRUARY 1

$ 161.00
5.00
1.00
13.00

Boa rd. lodging, tuition
• Athletic F ee ·--··
• Library Fee ...... _ _ _ __
Laundry __ -··-·-·-··

$ 180.00
Six-Weekly Payments, invariably in advance, can be arra nged as
follows:
First Six Week, on entrance -· ·········-·· ----···· . ·-·- $ 60.0()
• • Add $ 5.00 Registration F ee for first entrance only ··--60.00
S econd and remaining Six Weeks, each ·- -· ··--·-··············-

Total for School Te rm (Year) ·-·· $ 360 .00
Monthly payments, invariably in advance, can be arranged as
follows:
-········· ---··· ··--·--- $ 40.00
First month , on en tra nce __
• • Add $ 5.00 Registration Fee for first entrance only -·-··-40.00
S econd and remaining months (eight payments), each -·Total for School Term (Year) -··•· -·-···-·· $ 360.00
Th e following items a r e strictly on a cash basis: School supplies;
mending; cleaning and pressing ; shoe r epairs ; drugs.
Medical a ttention is to be paid promptly when physician's bill is
presented.
• Athletic and Library Fee are n ever waived for any reason whatsoever and
are payable by every stude nt yearl y.
••To all rate schedules above always add $5.00 as registration fee in the place
assigned if and only ii the student is entering for the first time.
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2. SPECIAL EXPENSES
1 the Piano
Instructi0r
Instructio r ,n the Violin or Other Instrument
Use of J n, .rument
Bar,ii .L .;sons
U se ·uf Instrument
Typewr:t;ng and Use of Machine
Graduation 1'" ,r. inc-'uding Cap and Gown
Laboratory F ee: Chemistry and Physics
C' 0 neral Science
Biology

$ 50.0050.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
7.50
6.00
2.00
2.00

RATES FOR DAY STUDENTS
will apply in 1945-46 for day students only,
rates
The following
i. e. students attending from the surrounding section:
$ 45.00
Tuition
10.00Athletic Fee, payable by all students
2.00
Library Fee. payable by all students
$ 57.00
Total for Full Term (Year)
Add $ 5.'JO R0gis!ration Fee for first entrance.
Add $ 15.0~ for books.
Dinner at th e academy is $ 36.00 per year additional for day
.
.
.
.
students.
F or socc ial px,:,ens"s, such as use of typewnter, piano mstrucl10n,
band, etc. , sec the general rates, which are the same for all students.

10. Catholic Knights Schola rsh ip, founded by the Catr
of America in Arkansas. Present v alue, ;2,751.29.

1c Knights

11. Saint Benedict's Scholarship, founded by anonymo. ~ friends.
Present value, $2,451.33.
12. Gold en Jubilee Scholarship, founded by friends on th e occasion
of the golden jubilee of New Subiaco Abbey. Present value, $2,211.65.
13. Little Flower Scholarship, founded by the John Gorrell Family
in memory of Herman H . Gorre ll, class of '25. Present value, 1,025.00.
14. Mary, H elp of Christians, Scholarship, founded by the people
of Muenster, T ex. Present value, $818.71.
15. Father L eo Memorial Scholarship, founded by the people of
St. Mary's Parish , Windt horst, T ex. Present value $702.65.
A full scholarship amounts to $5,000.00. Only six of th e school's
scholarships are at present complete. Charitable persons able to do
so are urged to send amounts to b e added to an existing scholarship
or to start a new one, perhaps in m emory of some one dear to them.
This form of charity is much needed if Catholic higher ed ucation is
to flourish. N ew scholarships may be opened by arrangement with the
Rt. Rev. President.
Acknowledgment is h ereby gratefully made of the efforts of these
and of many other friend s interested in Subiaco scholarships. The
people of Muenster, T ex., through inspiration of pastors have been
particularly zealous.

Scho larship s
Friencl s of Catholic high er education have joined with Subiaco in
founding t:: e following sch olarships to aid needy and deserving students toward the Priesthood:
1. The Father Joseph Scholarship, founded by members of the parish of l\fu ,'nst er . Tex., in memmy of Father Joseph Huwyler. Complete, valu e $5 000.00
2. Christ the King Schol arship, founded by Mi s Margaret Simons,
Muenster, Tex., Complete, value $5,000.00.
3. Sacr0d Heart Scholarship, No. 2, founded by a friend in Fort
Smith. Comr:Lte, value $5 000.00.
4. Catholic Union Scholarship, founded by the Catholic Union of
Arkansas , fo1 merly known as the Staatsverband. Complete, value
$5,000.00.
5. Sacred Heart Scholarship, No. 1, founded by the p eople of
Sacred H eart Parish, Muenster, Tex. Complete. value $5 000.00.
6. F a th er Frow;n Memorial Scholarship, founded by friends of the
Rev. Frowin Koe rdt, in Muenster, Tex. Complete, value $5,000.00.
7. Saint Matthew Scholarship, founded by a friend in m e mory of
Father Matthew Saettel c, pioneer Benedictine Arkansas m :ss10nary.
Present value, $4,208.96.
8. Saint Mary ' Scholar~hip, fol'nded by friends of Subiaco in
honor of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Present value, $3,6 17.81.
9. Saint Joseph and Saint B arba ra Scholarship, founded by Mr.
Joseph Enderlin, Sr., Conway, Ark. Present va lue, $2,975.25.
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---------------------Form of Scholarship Donation
___ dollars as my contribution

Enclosed please find

scholarship.

toward the
(Name of S cholarship)
Address _ _______ .

General Form of Bequest
To further the educational program of SUBIACO COLLEGE and
_ ____ _
ACADEMY, I enclose th e follow ing donation for.. _
(specify purpose of fund)
Nam e _____________
Address ---···
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Palrons of the ~uide
Th following firms and individuals have given financial support
enabi 11g us to publish this Yearbook and Directory. They have thus
given distinct aid to the Cause of Education in Arkansas. Sincere
thanks are extended by the school. We ask our friends to patronize
them.
Hearty thanks are extended to Leo J. Krebs and J. P. Nabholz,
Little Rock , alumni, for valuable aid in soliciting.
LITTLE ROCK

A. & J. Electric Shop
Arkansas Foundry Co.
Arkansas Printing &
Lithographing Co.
Arnold Barber &
Beauty Supply Co.
Banner Mattress & Rug Co.
B ensky Furrier
Bery & Al
Ben J. Booth
Bopp Beauty &
Barber Supply Co.
Capital Hat Company
New Brass Rail
Crescent Jewelry Company
Collins Sheet Metal Company
Colonial Baking Company
Falstaff Distributing Company
C. Finkbeiner
George's Steak House
Gilmore Paint & Wall Paper Co.
Gus Blass Company
Haverty Furniture Company
Healey & Roth Funeral Home
Himstedt Plumbing &
Heating Company
0. N . Hogue
J". E. Hornibrook Co.
Imperial Laundry & Cleaners
Ben Isgrig Seed Company
Jennings Fixture Company
Johnson's Apothecary
Joe Jung
A. Karcher Candy Co.
Kern-Limerick, Inc.
Krebs Bros. Supply Co.

Little Rock Barber &
Beauty Supply Co.
Little Rock Furniture Mfg. Co.
Little Rock Refrigeration Co.
Manufacturers' Furniture Co.
Marion Hotel
Tony Massa's
Moon Distributing Company
Motor Express, Inc.
Muswick Beverage & Cigar Co.
Mutual Benefit Health &
Accident Association
Pfeifer Bros. , Inc.
George F. Porbeck Brokerage
Rebsamen & East
Robb & Rowley Theatres
Rogoski-Davenport Co., Inc.
Rossi's Green Mill
Rube & Scott
Scott-Mayer Commission Co.
Sherwin-Williams Company
Spaulding Athletic Goods Co.
Standard Oil Company
of Louisiana
Stebbins & Roberts
Steinkamp's Cafe
Sterling Stores, Inc.
Wm. T. Stover
United Benefit Life Ins. Co.
United Jewelers
J. F. Weinmann Milling Co.
Willms Plumbing & Heating Co.
Guy E. Williams, Attorney Gen'l
W. B. Worthen Co.
Wright Service Company

- - - -..- - - - 48 -

NORTH LITTLE ROCI\

Argenta Bottling Company
Cabot Nursery & Floral Co.
Jean's-John Hum
Mr. Eldor Johnson

Mayflower Da
Times Pub!. Co.---.
Shearman Concrete .k-" .,.
Twin City Corporation

SUBIACO

Abe's Service Station
·Geels Brothers
Gorrell Garage
.John H. Kolsem

Lux Cafe
Ray Spicer, Barber
Steed's Place
Strobel Store

- - - - ..- - - FORT SMITH

"The Arcade Store
Arkansas Valley Trust Co.
Boal Foundry & Machinery Co.
City National Bank
Clinton Furniture Co.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Daly's Monumental Works
Jos. V. Ferrari & Co.
First National Bank
Ford Wholesale Co.
Fort Smith Horse & Mule Co.
Fort Smith Paper Co.
Ft. Smith Structural Steel Co.
Ft. Smith Vehicle & Mach. Co.
Goldman Hotel
Chas. Hummel Sheet Metal Shop
Interstate Electric Company
Kenney Brothers

Man sfield Lumber Company
Merchants National Bank
Moellers Electric Hatchery
Patrick Shoe Company
Dr. Pepper Bottling Company
People's Cafe
Pete's Place
Petit Jean Lumber & Supply Co.
Randall Motor Company
Reynold-Davis Grocery Co.
Rightway &
Commercial Shoe Shops
Ross Motor Company
Ward Ice Cream Company
W est Ft. Smith Stockyards
White Dairy Products Co.
R. A . Young & Son

PARIS

Arkansas Western Gas Co.
Dixie Fuel Company
Eagle Drug Company
The Economy Store
Evans Funeral Home
First National Bank

Frank Fox Transfer
Green Gables
Jacobs-Dever Funeral Home
Raney's Drug Store
Rephan's Department Store

- - - - . .- - - TEXAS S. A. A.

Hoelkers' Grocery & Market
First State Bank-Gainesville
Muenster State Bank
North Texas Alumni Chapter

North Texas Motors, Gainesville
Schad & Pulte, Gainesville
Waples-Painter Co.,
Gainesville-Muenster
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lVIDUAL AND VARIOUS

,ve Winery
,ght Co.,
.ould
~hicago, Ill.
HarrisbuTg
~umber Co., Ola
& Coffee Co.,
.le Bottling Co.,
sville
Dumboski Wrecking Co.,
,vy
·guson Monument Works,
Morrilton
.iegel Lumber Co., Conway

7 S::TH=T =TE:-

IN~

0J)erating
Majestic Hotel at Hot Springs, 111
Eads Bros. Furniture Co.
I~ ATk.; the Wm. Len at Mem- 1\l
I phis, Tenn.; the Continental
at Kansas City, Mo., the Mar414-418 Garrison Ave.
1\1 ion, Albert Pike, Lafayette,
FORT SMITH, ARKANSAS 111 and McGehee, at Little Rock,
Arkansas.
For Every Need

~

R. T. Higgins & Co. Hot Springs
Keating Drilling Co., Tulsa
Dr. Lingelbaugh, Muskogee, Okla.
Lion Oil Refining Co. El Dorado
L. H. Lipsmeyer, Little Rock
Logan Couni.y Bank, Scranton
Mobley Construction Co.,
Morrilton
John Sexton & Co., Chicago
Miss Helen Steed, Little Rock
Stolfa Bros. Hardware Co.,
Ardmore, Okla.
Roy Stueber, Little Rock
Ward's Body Works, Conway
Herman Wiederkehr Winery,
Woody's Cafe Russellville

L.

Registry of Students 1944,..45
Abraham. Joseph
Kansas
Adams, Gordan _ _ _
Arkansas
Ablert, Jerome _ _ _ _ Arkansas
Ahne. Ambrose _
Arkansas
Ahne, John _ _
Arkansas
Allbright, Tom
Arkansas
Anhalt, Eugene
Arkansas
Barranco, Frank _
Arkansas
Bauer. Charles _ _
Arkansas
Beavert, Arthur _
_ __ Illinois
Bernar. Phillip _ _ _ _ _ _ Arkansas
Belken. Raymond _ _ _ _ _ Texas
Benz, Anthony
Arkansas
Beshoner. Albert
____ Arkansas
Beshoner, Carl
__ _ _ _ Arkansas
Bezner, Bobby _ _ __ __ _ _ _ Texas
Binz, William _
Arkansas
Boerner, Charles ___
_ Arkansas
Borgerding, Charles _ _ _ Arkansas
Bornhoft. Arthur _____ Arkansas
Bornhoft, Robert ______ Arkansas
Bourgeois, Harry _ - - - Arkansas

Breeden, Augustine

Missouri

Breeden, Curtis ·Missouri
Brennan, Mike
Oklahoma
Britton, Kenneth _ _ _
Texas
Brogan, James _ _
Texas
Brown, Bobby ___ __ _
Oklahoma
Brown, Fred _
_ _ _ Louisiana
Brown. Rayburn _ _____ _ Arkansas
Brownell, Jack
. _
_ Arkansas
Brownell, Richard _____ . _ Ar kansas
Bruno, Robert _ _ _ _ _
Indiana
Bryan, Edward _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Texas
Bryce, Phillip _ _ _ _ _ Oklahoma
Burney, Jack _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Texas
Burnside, J. C. _ _ _ _ _ Ark ansas
Buergler, Martin _____ Ark a nsas
Buergler. Richard _. _ _ Arkansas
Bush, Edward
_ _ _ _ _ Texas
Buss, Robert _ -· _ --·--- ·- Ar kansas
Byrne, Bobby _ _ _ _ _ _ Arkansas
Byrne, Raymond _____ Arkansas
Carrington, Ralph _ _ _ _ Arkansas
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Carter, Kenneth
Chastant, Jimmy
Chudy, Connie
Courtney, Richard
Cox. Billy
Cox, Ransdell
Cratin. Frank
Crawford, James
Davis, Will iam
Deckard, Jack
Dempsey, Jack
Denman, Bobby
Dickmann, Lanney
Dobbins, James
Donovan, James
Dooley, Jack
Duerr, Joseph
DuHy, Dona ld
Dum, Jim
Dumboski, Frank
Dunham, Ja1nes
Ebbing, Jack ·Eckart, Charles
Edans, Jack
Epstein. James
Erman, Raymond
Ernst, Charles
Etzkorn, Herman
Evans, Gilbert
Evans, Jack
Farrell, John
Fette, Herbert
Fox, Frank .
Fox, Lawrence
Fredeman, Dick
Fredernan, Tommy
Friga, Edmund
Fuhrmann. Bernard
Fuhrmann, Linus
Fuhrmann, William
Furstenburg, Robert
Gallivan, George
Ga:vlo, Joseph
Geels, Bernard _ _
Geels. Raymond
Geisbauer, Sylvester _
Genter, Roger .
Gillespie, Anthony
Gilmore. James
Gilreath, Fred
Gocke. Gilbert
Gorrell, Norbert
Gosc-;ett, Thomas
Grogan, Bob
Halm, Edward
Hammer, Albert
Hardesty, Gerald
Hargett, Hobert
Hartmeier. Billy Joe
Har1111eier. Jimmy
Hartmeier. Louis
Hefferman. Bobby
Hawkins, Bob
Heath, Charles
Hess, Anton
Hendricks. John
Higgins, Joseph
Hilbers, Marion
Hiryak, Albert
Hoegger. Joseph
HoHman, Alvin __
Hoffman, Henry
Hoilman, William
Holitik. George
Holmes. Jack

Texas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Louisiana
Tennessee
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arkansas
__ Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Kansas
Arkansas
Louisiana
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
_ Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
_ Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Texas
Arkansas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas

Arkansas
Huber. Herbert
Arkansas
Hughes, Joseph
Arkansas
Hum, John
Arkansas
Ihle, Robert
Arkansas
Irwin, Harold ---·
Tennessee
James, George
Joehnk, George .. _
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Johannessen, Jerome
Johnson, Albert
Texas
Kearney, James _
Arkans3 r;
Kaelin, Lawrence
Arkansas
Kennedy. James __
Texas
Kiehl. Raymond
Arkansas
Kirchner, Nicholas
Arkansas
Knoten, Tommy
Tennessee
Koch, Sy1van
Arkansas
Kohler, Martinez
Arkansas
Konecny, Samuel
... Arkansas
Kreiner. Gerald
Arkansas
Kresse. Herman
Arkansas
Kriener, Bernard
Arkansas
Kubaskic, Larry __
Arkansas
Kubiskie, Sylvester
Arkansas
LaKamp, Elroy
Missouri
Land, John
Arkansas
Lawes, Bobby
Arkansas
Leding. George
Arkansas
Lehnen, Leo
_
Arkansas
Lensing, Charles
Arkansas
Lensing, Gilbert
Arkansas
Lensing, Thomas
Arkansas
Lett, Buddy
Arkansas
Lett, Scotty
Arkansas
Leverett, Flynt _
Arkansas
Limberg, Rudolpit
Arkansas
Arkansas
Limberg, Vincent
Lindemann, Jerome
Texas
Lisko. Phillip
Arkansas
Arkansas
Lisko. William
Litleken, Ted
Texas
Lux, Albert
_ Arkansas
Marsh, Baxter
Arkansas
McBride, John
Texas
McBride, Richard
Texas
Texas
Mccurdy, Robert
Texas
Mccurdy, Terral .
Texas
McDeane, Paul
Oklahoma
McMa nus, James
McNally, Thomas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
McNulty, James
Oklahoma
Mannas. Francis
Oklahoma
Martin. Jerry
Texas
Martinez. Paul
Oklahoma
Miller. Fred
Mississippi
Millette. Teddy
Texas
Minahan, James
Texas
Minton. Herbert
Arkansas
Moix, Thomas
Oklahoma
Moore, Martin
Arkansas
Morrow. Bill
Arkansas
Mullen, Tommy
Arkansas
Murphy, Joe
Arkansas
Naegle, William
Arkansas
Neihouse, Ruloph
Arkansas
Neuman. Joe
Arkansas
Neumeier. Gera1d
Arkansas
Neumeier, Nonnan
Arkansas
Nemneier, William -·- Arkansas
Nolte. Joe __ __ _ - Arkansas
Nolte, Alois _
Oklahoma
Oliver, Ralph _
Oklahoma
O'Rourke, Carroll
Oklahoma
O'Rourke, Tommy
Arkansas
Otten, Bobby,
Texas
Otto, Thomas
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Owen, Bi1ly
Missouri
Owen. Maynard
Oklahoma
Painter, Fenton
Arkansas
Papan, Eugene
_ Arkansas
Papan, Francis
Arkansas
Parker, James
Arkansas
Parscl, Oscar
Arkansas
Pfeiffer, Paul
Arkansas
Phillips, Jack
Texas
Pickens. Roy
Arkansas
Pierce, Ralph
Arkansas
Plafcan. George
Arkansas
Pope, Robert
Arkansas
Post. Cornelius
Arkansas
Post. Richard
Arkansas
Post, Eugene
Arkansas
Probstfield. James
Arkansas
Raible, Eu1rene
Arkansas
Raible, Wilirid ____
Arkansas
Raley, James
Arkansas
Recd. Joseph
Arkansas
'RPmhla, Joseph _ _
_ -·-·· Texas
Renfroe, Jack
Texas
Reinkemeyer, Gene
Oklahoma
Rhea, Paul
Texas
Rotert, Frank _
Arkansas
Ryan. Jimmy ·-·-··
Arkansas
Sanford, Bill
Tennessee
Saranie, Stanley
Arkansas
Savary, George ... _____ . Arkansas
Savary, Robert
Arkansas
Savary, Jack
Arkansas
Scanlan, Thomas _..
Arkansas
Schlaefli, Paul .
Arkansas
Scmitz. Larry
Arkansas
Schnitzius, Donald
Arkansas
Schroeder, Otto
__ Texas
Schroeder, Robert
Texas
Schuh, Jimmy
__ Missouri
Schuh, Gerard
-· _ ·-·· Missouri
Scwartz. Jerome
Arkansas
Sellmeyer, Joseph
Arkansas
Seiter. Raymond
.. Arkansas
Seiter, Alphonse
Arkansas
Sharum. Paul
Arkansas
Shirley, Don
Arkansas
Siebenmorgen , David
... Arkansas
Siebenmorgen, William
Arkansas
Slama, Edward ·-···- ·-·- __
Texas
Smart, John
Oklahoma
Snyder, Lee J.
Arkansas
Sokora. Vincent
Arkansas
Sontag, James
Oklahoma
Spaulding, Pat
Oklahoma
Speck, Hugh
Arkansas
Springle, Carol
Arkansas
H•

·-

Stantcn, James . ··-- ·-··-···-- .... Texas
Stanton. Martin ·····- ··-····-·
Texas
Steele, Frank ·-······· ... ·-··- Arkansas
Stehle, John
Arkansas
Stringer, Thomas .. ....
Arkansas
Stuart, Robert ___________ California
Sullivan, Jack
Arkansas
Swirczynski. George -·
Texas
Tate, Edward
_______________ Oklahoma
Terry, William .. ·•-·-············- Arkansas
Throne. Gerald
... Arkansas
Tortoris, Victor .... ···-···········
Texas
Troy, John
Tennessee
Tutton. Lon
Texas
Verfurth. Robert
_··-····•-·····. Missouri
Verfurth, William ··-····-·······-·-·· Missouri
Vernon, Richard ..... --·····-- Arkansas
Vernon, Thomas ··········-··-········ Arkansas
Voelker, David ········--·• ....... Louisiana
Vogler, Henry ·- __ ··-··-···-···· Arkansas
Voorhees. Jack
Mississippi
Wagner, Jimmy .... __ .... ........ Arkansas
Waites, Jack ______________ Oklahoma
Walbe, Leon
Arkansas
Wallouer. Albert -·-···-···
Arkansas
Walters, Robert ____ _ __________ _ Arkansas
Ward, Edward
____________ ___
Arkansas
Wardein, Harold __ .
__ Texas
Wardein, Tom ..... . ·-···-·· -·-··· Texas
Wardlaw, Pat
Texas
Watkins. Jim
_ ... ·····-······-. Louisiana
Watkins, Mike
..... ...... ···-· Louisiana
Watkins, Paul _ ... -········ .... Louisiana
Weathers. Paul .... ··•-···--···-··-·- Texas
Weathers, Warren ... -··· . ___ Texas
Weedman, Mark .. -··
... Arkansas
Wehunt. Glenn
Arkansas
Weisenfels, Andrew --··--····-· Arkansas
Weisenfels. Eugene
Arkansas
Weisenfels, George
Arkansas
Weisenfels. Martin .... ·---- . Arkansas
Werner, James _ _ _ _ _ Missouri
Wewers, George
.... ····-· Arkansas
Wiederkehr, Matthew ......... Arkansas
Wiese, Leonard ............ ···-·· ....... Texas
Wiese. Vincent _ .. -·····-··-······Texas
Willems, John
···- ··-··--· Arkansas
Willman. Joseph -···-·· ···-··-···- Arkansas
Wirtjes, George
······- Oregon
Wisnie~ki. Lawrence
·-·- Illinois
Wolf. Cletus _ _
Texas
Wood, James
.... ·-·- .. Tennessee
Yarholar, Douglas
________ Oklahoma
Yates. Marvin _____________ Alabama
Zubalik, Paul
_________ _______ ___ Illinois
Zuniga, Valentine
Texas
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